


1 Claire Langan -  The Floating World 2015
Director / Producer: Clare Langan
Cinematography: Robbie Ryan/Clare Langan
Music: Jóhann Jóhannsson
Editor: Tadhg O’Sullivan    
Media/Running Time: HD Video, 15 minutes.

The Floating World is a film whose narrative is constructed around the idea of how mankind’s high aspirations have 
strayed and lead to the decline of civilization. Its centre point is what appears to be a floating abandoned city 
referencing how our current culture of progress and financial gain could lead to our downfall. 
It is a reflection on the current worldwide economical chaos.
Clare Langan studied Fine Art at the National College of Art and Design, Dublin and with a Fulbright Scholarship, 
completed a film workshop at NYU. In 2017 she was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Fine Arts from The National 
University of Ireland. She has represented Ireland in numerous international Biennales, including the 25th Bienal de 
Sao Paulo, 2002 Brazil; The Liverpool Biennial - International 2002, Tate Liverpool; Sounds and Visions, Art Film and 
Video from Europe. 

2 Julie Murray -  Detroit Park 2005
Media/running time: Digital Video 8 mins.

Detroit Park is a composition of shots collected in two visits to the site and arranged along thought-lines
provoked by the experience of exploring the space as well as remembering some historical details about the site. 
Michigan Theatre was an elaborately decorated theatre at the heart of a busy and vibrant Detroit in the 1920’s.
Sometime in the 1970’s it was converted into a parking lot, where floors and ramps were installed with minimal intru-
sion upon the old interior. 
The great carapace of elaborately moulded plaster ceiling still hangs from a network of trusses attached to the roof 
and even the great stage curtains remained hanging. This 8 minute piece is an attempt to cast a number of speculative 
thought lines to imagined ghosts of it’s past while showing a picture of it’s present.
Julie Murray makes short experimental works in digital and film media. Her film and digital works have been exhibited 
at numerous national and international venues including the New York Film Festival, the Hong Kong International Film 
Festival, the International Film Festival Rotterdam, the London Film Festival and the Flaherty Film Seminar and the 
2004 Whitney Biennial.
              
3 Michelle Deignan - A Glimpse of Common Territory 2015
Media/running time: Single channel HD video  8 min 47 secs.

A Glimpse of Common Territory is set in and around the Lift Tower, an incongruous 127-metre cast concrete relic of 
20th century industry in Northampton, a historic town in the middle of England. Into this out of sync landscape the film 
grafts text from Jane Webb Loudon’s 1827 science fiction novel “The Mummy: A Tale of the Twenty Second Century”. 
The words selected from this book suggest that territories, complete with borders and landmarks, both shape and 
reflect the lives of their inhabitants. While this narrative unfolds we see the spectacle of the Lift Tower in the
landscape, the uncanny voids of it’s interior spaces and ultimately the tower’s privileged position as Northampton’s 
highest viewing platform.
Michelle Deignan is a graduate of the National College of Art and Design in Dublin and Goldsmiths College London. 
Her works have been exhibited in various international exhibitions and film festivals including: ‘EuroPART - New Con-
temporary Art from Europe’, Vienna; ‘Rencontres Internationale’, Podeweil, Berlin and at the Edinburgh Film Festival, 
Scotland.Recent exhibitions include; ‘Miss Mao’, Blacklist Projects, London and ‘Frenzy’ at Metropole Galleries in 
Folkstone, England. 

Michelle Deignan, A Glimpse of Common Territory 2015.

Julie Murray, Detroit Park, 2005.



4 Patrick Jolley - HERE AFTER, 2004  Inger Lise Hansen and Rebecca Trost 
Media/Running time:8 mm and 16 mm transferred to HD, B/W, sound, 12 mins.

Patrick Jolley’s films are about people who are too lazy or too frightened to acknowledge the danger they are in and 
so choose to pretend that it doesn’t exist. They are full of a barely suppressed panic—his characters burn, drown, 
freeze, lie unconscious in beds of snakes. Sometimes, stupefied, they fall—from bridges, buildings, fly-overs—and the 
abyss engulfs them. But in most a sort of stability is maintained no matter how high the cost. Only two films: Here After 
and his final film, Freeze, are completely unpopulated.
 Here After is haunted by after-presences; its occupants have only just gone elsewhere. Freeze has the brutal accep-
tance that sometimes civilizations vanish forever and only their disintegrating artefacts bear witness to their existence. 
These films are about mortality, but they are also parables for our time.
Patrick Jolley’s work spanned film, photography and installation. Selected international exhibitions include, ‘Genera-
tion Loss’, curated by Ed Atkins, Julia Stoschek Collection, Dusseldorf (2017): ‘Inside’, Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2014); 
‘Agitationism’, EVA International, Limerick (2014); ‘EXPO 1: New York’, MoMA PS1, New York (2013); ‘Unsafe Spaces 
in Contemporary Art’, Kunstmuseum Bonn, Bonn (2013); ‘9 + 1 Ways of Being Political’, Museum of Modern Art, New 
York (2013); 30th São Paulo Bienal, São Paulo (2012); ‘Art and Publicity: 40 Years n.b.k.’ Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, 
Berlin (2009); ‘Farewell to Post-Colonialism’, 3rd Gwangzhou Triennial, China (2008); ‘Of Mice and Men’, 4th Berlin 
Biennial, Berlin (2006); ‘Into Me/Out of Me’, Kunstwerk,Berlin & MoMA PS1, New York (2006); ‘Displaced’, Hammer 
Museum, Los Angeles (2003); ‘Grayscale/CMYK’ Tramway, Glasgow (2002); ‘Ausgeträumt’, Secession, Vienna (2001) 
and the 7th Havana Biennial, Cuba (2000).

 5 Tom Flanagan and Megs Morley  -  A history of Stone origin and myth 2016
 Media/Running time: HD Video, Colour, Sound 20mins
The History of Stone, Origin and Myth is an experimental film essay that cinematically deconstructs the 
problematics of commemoration and its role in the construction of history, national identity and social memory. Shaped 
amid the turbulent transition from the colonial to the post-colonial and from the national to post-national in the decade 
of centenaries the film explores the space between individual memory and national history through the lens of political 
monuments marking the formation of the Irish State found throughout Ireland.
Tom Flanagan and Megs Morley’s collaborative work is an ongoing exploration of the language of cinema and its rela-
tionship to political power and collective memory.Their collaborative work is shown in both film and gallery contexts. 
They have been commissioned by TG4 – the Irish language television channel – and the Arts Council of Ireland to
create the short film Allagóirí Chumhachta (Allegories of Power) for national broadcast in 2016 and have been exhib-
ited in the Athens Biennale 2017, EVA International Biennale 2016, Institute of Modern Art Brisbane 2016,Hyde Park 
Arts Center, Chicago 2016.
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6 Michele Horrigan - In ruin reconciled 2011
Media/Running time: HD video, 13 min.

In Ruin Reconciled is a thirteen-minute video based around the ruin of Curragh Chase house. A script has been as-
sembled from the literature and memoirs of the De Vere family who lived at the house and park outside Limerick from 
the 1650s until 1941, when the house burnt down. Voiced by local actors, issues related to the site are discussed; 
architectural legacy and space, post colonialism, and the remnants of past lives are all intertwined into a series of 
monologues.
Michele Horrigan is an artist and curator based in Brussels. Recent exhibitions of her artworks have occurred at 
Peacock Visual Arts, Aberdeen; Flat Time House, London; The Lab gallery, Dublin; and Lismore Castle Arts.  
She is curator and founder of Askeaton Contemporary Arts, commissioning, producing and exhibiting contemporary 
art in the locale of a small town in west Limerick since 2006. She is also co-founder and co-editor of ACA Public, an 
independent publishing initiative.

7 Hilary Fennel - Seamus Nolan Hotel Ballymun Documentary 2007
Media/Running time: HD 12 mins.
In the film ‘Hotel Ballymun’ Hilary Fennell documents an extraordinary art project. In 2007 the top floor of the Clarke 
Tower, one of the last remaining tower blocks in Ballymun, opened its doors to the public in the form of a unique short 
stay hotel. Artist Seamus Nolan was commissioned by Breaking Ground, the Ballymun Regeneration Per Cent for Art 
Scheme, to undertake a new work in this changing suburb of Dublin.
Hotel Ballymun re-considers the utopian architecture of 1960’s Ballymun and encourages the practice of salvaging 
and re-imagining objects, spaces and resources from the past, which can be re-used inventively to meet contemporary 
needs.
Hilary Fennell is an award-winning programme maker and writer with two New York Festivals awards, the Gold Hugo 
from the Chicago International Film Festival, Best Documentary awards from the Celtic Film Festival and the Santa 
Monica Film Festival as well as several other international prizes to her name. 
In addition to programme making, Hilary is a print journalist and communications consultant.
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Thanks to all the participating artists, Katie Walsh, Ryan Kelly and the staff at the Pálás Cinema, Linda Quinlan and 
The Estate of Patrick Jolley.

 Hilary Fennel,  Seamus Nolan Hotel Ballymun 2007


